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Fielding success
Track and field team finishes up at
NCAA East Regional - SEE sPoRrs, As

Recycling efforts
Off-campus students
find trouble pitching their
plastics-SEENEWS,A2

~ -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - =~ - - - ~ ~

Police pin Landing robbery suspects

CRIME

3 men, 1 woman arrested and charged
JESSICA SAGGIO
News Editor

Beyond the Pegasus Landing security gates, three men
and one woman were arreseted
Saturday after a robbery
occured just after 2 p.m.
Sgt. Woody Furnas said an
officer patrolling Pegasus Landing in phase two ofthe complex
saw a silver pickup truck speed-

ing away. Simultaneously, an 18year-old man rushed up to the
officer and said he was robbed.
The male was bleeding with
a gash in his cheek, which
extended all the way into his
mouth. He also had a head
injury. The man wasn't a UCF
student or resident.
The officer chased the vehicle, stopping them at the comer
of Rouse Road and University

Boulevard, and the suspects
were taken into custody. They
were later positively identified
by the victim, Furnas said
Furthermore, a fourth
female suspect, the only resident involved, was identified as
luring the victim into the complex. As the victim entered, he
was jumped by the three men,
who bashed him on the head
with a beer bottle. They then

robbed him, stealing property
unidentified by the police.
Marijuana was recovered
from the three suspects' vehicle, amounting to a felony; Furnas said
Some
property
was
returned to the victim, but the
rest has either been lost or is
being used as evidence. Furnas
said he did not know how the
victim or the three men got
through the security at Pegasus
Landing, but the case was 100
percent successful

KEEPING SAFE
LOCK IT UP

Keep your doors locked, even ifyou
are away for only afew moments.
SPEAK UP
Ifsomeone is in your apartment you

don't want to be there, be assertive
and demand they get out
LIGHT IT UP

Leave any porch lights on, or leave an
inside light on with a curtain drawn.

Death
protein

could
·save lives

CRIME

Funding allows
study to continue
WEN DASHA JENKINS
Staff Writer

.,,
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This Lincoln Aviator flipped after oveKorrecting on 417 near University Boulevard Wednesday. Traffic was backed up for more than an hour after the accident while the road was deared.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

NEW MOVIE ON RACISM
SHOWS THE PAIN AND
SCARS IT CAUSES
The Office of Diversity Initiatives will
be showing the groundbreaking film
on race in America, The Color ofFear.
The movie starts at 2:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the Diversity office. For
more information, call 407-823-6479.
)/

LOCAL & STATE, Al

SECRETARY OF STATE
WANTS 2000 ELECTION
BALLOTS TRASHED
Florida's Secretary of State said it
doesn't make sense to continue taking
up state archive space with ballots from
the 2000 election.The ballots take up
about 4,000 square feet of storage
space,and have been handled so much
the infamous chads have fallen out.

NATION & WORLD, A4

OBAMA LEAVES REV.
JEREMIAH WRIGHT'S
FORMER CHURCH
Barack Obama said Saturday he has
resigned his 20-year membership in
the Trinity United Church of Christ in
Chicago"with some sadness''in the
aftermath of inflammatory remarks by
longtime pastor Jeremiah Wright.
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ACCIDENTS ARE REMINDERS OF DANGER
JESSICA SAGGIO
News Editor

As summer begins and
more students find themselves
on the road and out of the
classroom,
car-accident
calamity is a force to be reckoned with.
Last Wednesday; a car accident occurred in the afternoon
on 417 near the University
Boulevard exit. A Lincoln Aviator traveling southbound
attempted to change lanes. In
the process, control of the

vehicle was lost and the driver
overcorrected, overturning
the car into the right lane. The
car carried a driver and two
passengers. The driver and
one of the passengers suffered
minor injuries; the third passenger suffered serious
injuries.
Situations like these highlight the fact that drivers can
never be too safe on the road.

Some information contributing to this story courtesy

SAFETY TIPS FROM ERIE INSURANCE
• Let tailgaters pass you. Stay away
from dangerous drivers.
• Keep your eyes on the road and
away from cell phone texting and
other distractions.

• Knowhow your brakes will react.
Be alert near parked cars,
someone could open a door or
pull out.

• Don't drive while sleep deprived.

• Don't drive through water, it can
disable a vehide in seconds.

• When passing, get past the other
driver's blind spot as soon as
possible.

Remember the basics: buckle
your seat belt and secure loose
items.

ofCentral Fl.orida News 13.

WOUNDS MADE TO HEATA
Injury simulation
enhances learning
WILL GOSS
Staff Writer

Next fall, the UCF College of Medicine will welcome its first class of students, and with it, a new
curriculum enhanced by
the latest in injury simulation technology.
"The medical school is
going to be a medical
school that is very much in
this century as opposed to
last century, and we're
seeking tools to better
enable us to teach our students and faculty ways that
would make the quality of
care better and reduce
errors," said Deborah GerPLEASE SEE WOUND ON A7

COURTESY BURG PHOTOGRAPHIX

Injury simulation, which creates realistic wounds like the one above (complete with smell), will be a part of UCF med school curriculum.

A UCF researcher has
received more than $1 million
dollars in
funding for
research
that could The BAX
possibly
protein kills
save many
cells that
lives.
Assiswould
tant prootherwise
fessor
Annette
create
Khaled
defects,
received
funding
like
from the
webbed
National
Institutes
fingers, in
of Health
to continue embryos.
her
research
on the BAX protein.
The $1 million dollar
award will help Khaled further her research on the protein and develop therapeutic
ways to control the protein
the human body.
If BAX can be harnessed,
cells could be programmed
to either live or die. An
accomplishment of this sort
would allow researchers to
slow the spread c,f cancer
and other degenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer's,
Nemec said.
The institute also awarded Khaled $466,000 in 2003
for her research on the BAX
protein and the $1 million
dollar award will fund
research for about four years,
Khaled said.
Khaled arrived at UCF in
2002 and works as an associate professor in the Burnett
School of Biomedical Sciences. She specializes in cancer research and has been
studying the BAX protein
since her research days at the
National Cancer Institute as
a post-doctoral scientist.
Khaled has assembled a
team of researchers from
various disciplines to take on
the project - Suren Tatulian
is a biophysicist and Kathleen Nemec is a post-doctoral scientist.
"Death is a natural and
very important process in
our bodies," Khaled said.
"We need it [death] to survive."
The team of researchers is
conducting studies on what
PLEASESEE BAX ON A7
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Movie on racism shows the pain
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RECVCLl,NG ON AND OFF CAMPliS~J SECOND IN ATWO-PART SERIES
1

Taking the opportunity to recycle
Policies make recycling difficult for students

The Office of Diversity Initiatives will be showing the

groundbreakjng film series on

•
•

•

The Centro/ Florido Future h the independent, student·
written newspaper at the Unlversit}' of Central Rorlda,
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those otthe edltorial staff
or the Univer;ity administration. All content rs property of
the Centrl1fFlorido Future and may not be reprinted In pan
or in whole without pennission from the publisher.
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Finding a job can be easy if you try

K~'t'P local with l1eadlines
~ 'OU m ) h n ~ missl~

~

Vol 40, Issue 52 • 12 Pages

There arc different ways to
go through nn interview. Learn
the various techniques and
questions used hy en,ployers at
the Career Services Office
between 11 a.m. and 12 p.m
tomorrow.
Students can pa1tidpate in
practice interviews, as well as
· use various software.
For m.ore information, call
407-823-2361.

LOCAL
&STATE

•

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

race relations in America, The
Color ofFear.
The movie follows eight
North American men of different descents, including Asian,
Et1rnpea11, LaLi.110 and African.
Rnch person shares the scars
they have from racist acts
toward them.
Il starts nt 2:30 p.m. tomorrow.
For more information, call
407-823-6479.

Learn how to gather information about the job market
you are interested in. as well as
effectively identifying employment opportunities to get the
job you want. <\lso le,lrn how to
develop m.:tvvorking strategics
to b"' successful in a highly
eompelilive job market.
Thl~ scsskm is hosted by the
Career Services Office, and
will t:ikc plscl! from 1 p.m. to 2
p.m. 'Wednesday.
·
For more information, call
,107-823-236.l.

-

•
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The Villages at Alafaya Club does not have a recycling program. Manager Kate Collins said it is expensive to take out the trash, and recycling would cost even more.

Amanda Moore
PholrlCFF@gmail(J)f11

ROBYN SIDERSKY
SMffWriter

10 REASONS TO RECYCLE

For Kristin Basing, a senior at
UCF and resident of Northgate
l.akes, recycling is no easy feat.
Iler efforts require a trek all the
way from her apartment complex,
located just behind UCF, to campus
every week just to make sure the
bottles and cans she collects become
energy savers rather than landfill litter.
"We go all the way to Hercules
[an on-campus residence hall] and
take it all there," Basing said.
Basing and her roommates have
the same problem almost every student who lives in off--campus housing do · s: her apartment complex
provides no way for its residents to
re ·yclc.
According to the Office of Institutional Research at UCF, more than
3,000 students lh,e in UCF-aft1liated
housing alon~ which includes Pegasus Landing and Pegasus Pointe.
This leaves out the thousands of students who Ih,e in the many unaftiliated apartment complexes along
University Bm1levard, Alafaya 'frail,
McCulloch Road and elsewhere_
It's the PL"'tential of these 3,000
stud nt-5 and their non-affiliated
nei::--cqiliors that bas sparked an interc"St ,vithiu the Student Government
Association. In the next several
months, the Governme.ntal _.a\ifairs
Committee pans
begin working
with the communities to start recvcling program..,
•
''The Guvemmental .Affairs
Committee ~"end,,. took up a recycling initiatiye." said Stephen
nrtclbro. cll:m- of the committee.
·'The :onunittee will be working

hrou.g:hout fue summcr to ha.Ye
n..~ycling ins placed thro gh ut
oft:..:-:ampu-? h u ~ c mmunities
near CT. This pro·ect is still in its
early st.'{re. and wiU be worked n
through'lut the roming ' ool ,~..rr.""
Mortclbro said that the com.mi ee is -tilt in ir : ea: phase,, u"' concrete goals have been set and th~
rommim.>c will be dwided up ro t:ake
o.n diffarent ii"...campus
u-ing

communines.
Un.like
-ing. many smdems
wh lire riff Cfilnpus c ~ h"ke ~
h~ e and !:herefure end uo not
recydmg S!' :ill.
Afyss.'l Rahe.,,a resi ent P~-us
O:mn&tlon., uoesn't d
.. of recy• ~ ~.lse diere h~"t an optlon ro
• Pag-....s :.. Co..-m~nc"'
""I thln]- it's Q.ffl.olc."' Rahe '5.2ic..
"'l"\"e ra..'"'}"cleci my entire life and it's
o_ t":at we .::on~t e'\-an ~"' the
ptlcn if-r,,re v.mtt ~ '\\'l:o. • ~ m..--ow
them.[~

J
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In a survey of 100 random UCF students, 875
percent said they currently just throw their
recyclables away. According to the National
Recycling Coalition, the top 10 reasons to recyde
are because:

•

Copy &ritors
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1} It's good for the economy because it provides

raw material for new products.

•

Staff Photographers
Vanessa Ezeta,
Max Behrman, RaymaJenkm,
CoreyMaynaid,Sarah Roc]ef5,

2) It creates jobs. Recycling is a $236 billion a
year industry.
3) It reduces waste.

•

GregoryTemto

4) It is good for the environment

Columnists
Benjamin Badio, Danie{ Valenda

5) It saves energy.

Graphic Artists
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Joseph Mangabat, BradWalmYes'

6) It preserves landfill space.
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Students living in off-campus apartments often
have to resort to taking their recyclables to campus.

Although unhappy about the current recycling situation, he remains
optimistic about recycling in general.
"Every little bit helps. There is a
lot of trash being thrown away at this
complex." Berg said. "Some of it
could be recycled, and if were provided an opportunity to recycle. Tm
sure residents would tak-e advantage
of the situation and try to do something more to help the earth."
Berg is right, because according
to the National Recycling Coalition.
every little bit does help. The NRC's
Vkb site says that the average person has the opportunity to recycle
more than 25.000 cans in a lifetime.
md that recycling a single aluminum
~

can save enough energy to
po,,'ef a television for three hom:s.
Pegasus Pointe has the abiliry to
hou.....e 1,25 people. If each of the
1,250 people :recycled one can. they
could pow-er a t:elevision fur 3,750
hours.
The_ ffi.C'_Website also says that
recycling one~ jar saves ,enough
electri..icy ·o light a conventional 60wafur four
m:s. If each of
the .,:so residents of Pcga:,.7lS Pointe
recycled one glass jar. then
.. uld pow& l.L,50 ligh bulbs fur

mey

:" 00 mas.
AftheCo egialeWhgeum.the
~
is ..,.,,..-.
.........., toward:. ~
~
n-u&~
~
tin~ recycling for iu. ~ . residents..
"'We"re ookmg a- differem: companies: and! ~tting b · "' sai
·mes;~ , £:cl' Ra => Pere...T"S..
Ferer.:,. sai • -ne
things no mg them. .. · is rlie @Oten!ial for

rme

~ d •.._

She said they" like ffi
I

~ s ~ ~~ ?md. n:?:etal, ~ _
~e 'oe5n ·
""if~ .
-

he will.i&.g- m sep.uare the.rr racy-
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7} It may prevent global wanning.
8) It reduces water pollution.

Ott~
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9) It protects wildlife.

-

10) It creates ~ demand fur re<yded products.
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cling wou1d cost even more.
Berg said the management at the
off-campus complexes could just
add the fee to the rent without too
much of a problem. but residents
there haven't expressed much interest in recycling.
"We have programs all the time every month - and we're always
trying to get the residents involved.
but it fails all the time because they
don't w.mt to get involved,'' Collins
said.
Jefferson Lofts is another apartment complex near UCF that doesn't
have :recycling for its residents.
"We have a trash compactor at the
front of the property and not much
room around it o add any sort of
recycling container" said Matt
Maxa. a easing ma:nawr at Jefferson
Lofts.
of our efforts with regazds
to the environment deal with going
green in the areas of monitoring
elecrricicy and W'ater usage as
opposed ID recycling effilI1s,," Maxa
said.
Jefferson Lofts !S home ro 730 residents. If each of those residents
recycled one 3-fi
stack.ofnewspaper. they would save 730 rrees..
Ac:coromg to the NRC ma1ring
paper from :recycled ~ re&nces
contribmions ro air pollmion by 95
:pen:.ent. ...~ericans t.:L""Ov.r away
,enot:gh ffic:e J;-ap& each year t,
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KnightLink connects students with employers
GORETTI DUNCKER
Contributing Writer

•
•

,

Now that summer is in full
bloom, many UCF students are
searching for summer jobs,
and Career Services is hoping
to make the search easier.
KnightLink is an online program from Career Services,
where students can find both
full-time and part-time jobs,
post resumes for employers to
view, as well as find information on employers. In add,ition
to the job-seeking benefits,
KnightLink is free.
·
Bill
Blank,
associate
director of Career Development, said KnightLink is more
convenient for UCF students
than other job search methods.
"It's better than spending
money and traveling to search
for jobs," Blank said.
After students register, they
create a profile displaying their
academic
information.
KnightLink also provides the
freedom to upload more than
one resume, each focusing on a
·
different job field.
Career Services encourages
that before posting resumes,
students have experience in
the fields they are pursuing.
Although a separate department, Career Services works
closely with Experiential
Learning. Experiential Leaming guides students to gain that
experience through methods,
~uch as completing intern&hips.
, Employers submit job postings on KnightLink that students can view.
"There's a mutual benefit
for students, as well as
employers,"
Blank
said.
"Employers are specifically
looking for UCF students."
Senior Lauren Fattal, a digital media/digital language
major, had never heard of
KnightLink before. She is currently looking for a job, but has
found no success thus far.
"I am looking for something
part time, in the direction I'm
focusing in," Fattal said.
Fattal was surprised to find
out that KnightLink was created specifically for UCF students. She has tried other job
networking sites outside of
UCF.
"I'm on Linkedin.com; it's a
networking system for everyone," Fattal said
But the site hasn't been very
helpful for Fattal
She wants to work with a
company that she believes
does contracting with UCF,
but said it's· hard to get
employed by them. After an
explanation
of
what
KnightLink entailed, Fattal
realized that she was a perfect
candidate to register.
"I am looking for something
this year, and now that I've
found out about it, I will try to
do it," Fattal said.

k

VANESSA EZETA/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Knightlink, a free online program from Career Services, offers students the ability to find both full-time and part-time jobs, post resumes for potential employers to view, as well as find information on those potential employers.

Located near the Marketplace on the main campus, the
faculty at Career Services is
waiting to help students succeed. Amy Kleeman, associate
director of Employer Relations, doesn't understand why
so many students haven't
heard of KnightLlnk.
"I don't know why we seem
to be the best kept secret at
UCF," Kleeman said.
Kleeman
said
that
KnightLink is very different
from sites like Career Builder
or Monster.
The current condition of
the economy can affect the
chances of obtaining a parttime or full-time job, but using
KnightLink can give students
an upper hand in the career
world.
"Students will have a little
more of a challenge as we
enter a recession, but there are
622 positions and 9,000
employers on KnightLink,"
Kleeman said
A problem that often
occurs is that students seek
assistance frorri Career Services when it's too late. "The
sooner you start, the better.
Students wait until they are
about to graduate, but we
would rather see them
before," Kleeman said.
The earlier a student sees
the staff at Career Services in

VANESSA EZETA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Career Services offers nine different information fairs throughout the academic year. The workshops cover different topics like writing resumes and cover letters, as well as interviewing.

their academic career, the
more they can build a job profile.
KnightLink isn't the only
program Career Services
offers. They host nine career

fairs throughout the academic
year and two employment
prep conferences. Students are
encouraged to attend the
workshop series, which covers
topics, such as how to be sue-

cessful at career fairs and interviews and how to write
resumes and cover letters.
There are other online
resources as well, including
resume resources and inter-

view preparation.
an
evolutionary
"It's
process; you learn as you go,"
Kleeman said. "You should
take
advantage
of the
resources you have."

...

.UCF~
W\W'.career.ucf.edu

Senk.es for
Undergraduate &
Graduate Students

•

•,
•
•
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You deseroe a factual look at . ..

Keep current with headlines from around the globe
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''One Land for Two Peoples"
Is·it a solution to the Arab/Israeli conflict or a recipe for disaster?

from two other counties had
already been destroyed.
The Miami Herald talked to
Browning about the ballots in
the wake of the recent HBO
movie about the 2000 election,
RecoWlt. In the final seconds of
the movie, row after row ofelection ballots are shown sitting
inside a gigantic warehouse.

For decades the declared thrust of the Palestiruans has been their desire of having their own state - in
Judea/Samaria (the "West Bank") and in the Gaza Strip. Now, a new idea has taken hold and is P:of,agated in national media: a binational state, encompassing those territories and "Israel proper." The slogan ts One Land for
lwo Peoples."
the Jews are "occupiers" is a notion that is fairly new.
But it has been repeated so often and for so long that
most of the world has come to believe it. But it has
major wars against Israel, at the end of which Israel
no basis in fact at all. It is a myth.
remained in possession of all the lands west of the
If Israel were ever to consent to the creation of a
Jordan River, the undivided city of Jerusalem, the
binational state, how would it work out? To get the
vast Sinai, the Golan Heights and the Gaza Strip. In
answer one only needs to go next door to Lebanon.
what was in all likelihood a major act of folly, but in
In ord;r to provide a safe haven for the Maronite
order to attain peace with Egypt, Israel returned the'
Christians, the French carved out the artificial state
Sinai to Egypt. But the peace with Egypt is the coldof Lebanon. Within just one
est imaginable.
generation, the population ratio
Thus, having been unable to
"The Palestinians, just as the over
had begun to change in favor of
defeat Israel in war and unable
to wear it down by their "in- one million Arabs now living in Israel the Muslims. Strife broke out,
tifadas," the Arabs had to think with full rights as citizens, could be which ultimately culminated in
a bloody civil war that lasted for
up something new in order to
part of Israel, with full autonomy and close to ten years and in which
destroy Israel. And they did indeed come up with something. with their own internal governance ... " scores of thousands died. Can
anybody really believe that,
According to the late and unlagiven the mortal hatred of the Muslims against the
mented Yasser Arafat, the most important weapon
Jews, things would be any different in Israel/Palesof the Arabs is the "Arab womb," the motto being:
tine? Of course not! A bloody civil war would be the
"Ifwe can't defeat them in war, let's outbreed them."
inevitable result.
And that is exactly what would happen if there ever .
Created as a Jewish state: Israel was created as a
were a "binational" state. There can be little doubt
Jewish state by the will of the nations of the world
that, within a generation or less, the Arabs would
and by the brain and brawn of the Jewish people.
have outbred their Jewish fellow citizens and would
There is no reason why the Israelis would tum their
have become the majority in the country. They
country over to those who are their declared mortal
would thus have accomplished what they were unenemies. Do the Turks plan to establish a binational
able to attain by any other means, namely the destate with the Kurds (or do the Iranians or Iraqis, for
struction of the Jewish state.
that matter)? Do the Spaniards consider a binational
Artificial countries: With the exception of Egypt,
state with the Basques? Do the Chinese propose the
all the countries of the Middle East are artificial creformation of a binational state with the Tibetans? Of
ations. After World War I, England and France
course not. Why, therefore, should Israel even concarved up the Ottoman Empire, with England resider sharing its country with those whose nevertaining what are now Saudi Arabia, Jordan, (srael
changing agenda is its destruction? Why should
and Iraq, and France being in possession of what are
Israel, one of the most advanced countries in the
now Syria and Lebanon.
world in virtually very field of endeavor, make itself
In 1917, the Balfour Declaration, proclaimed by
hostage to those who live in backwardness and igthe British mandatory power, established all of
norance and who are guided by religious fanaticism?
Palestine - east and west of the Jordan River - as the
Israel was founded to be the Jewish homeland and it
reconstituted homeland for the Jewish people. This
will never acquiesce to its own destruction by alwas ratified by the 52 countries of the League of Nalowing itself to become a binational state.
tions. Insistence that these are Arab lands and that

What are the facts?
Review of history: The Arabs have launched four

Retired teacher dies from heart

attack moments after last class

MOLINO-An elementary
school teacher retiring after a
36-year career died of a heart
attack moments after saying
goodbye to her final class for the
summer.
Sharon Smith, SJ, died Friday
on the way to a hospital, according to her niece, Doreatha Jackson Smith was a fourth grade
teacher at Molino Park Elementary School, where she had
worked since 1972.
Principal Alice Woodward
said students had not been gone
more than five minutes before
Smith complained of shortness
ofbreath and an ambulance was
called

NAM Y. HUH/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Barack Obama has resigned his 20-year membership in the Trinity United Church of
Christ in Chicago in the aftennath of inflammatory remarks made by Jeremiah Wright

Obama cancels membership
with Rev. Wright's former church

Shuttle carries new Japanese
space laboratory and new pump
CAPE CANAVERAL Lugging an enormous new lab,
shuttle Discovery was in fast
pursuit of the International
Space Station on Sunday, following a spectacular launch
that one astronaut called "the
greatest show on Earth."
Discovery and its crew of
seven thundered into orbit late
Saturday afternoon, carrying
up Japan's $1 billion lab as well
as a spare pump for the space
station's malfunctioning toilet.
The shuttle will reach its
destination Monday.
"Obviously a huge day,"
NASA Administrator Michael
Griffin said, for all of the space
station partners "and really for
all the people who hope to see
space station come to fruition
and do what it was designed to
do."
-
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HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

University of Wisconsin-Madison
hires openly gay leader
MADISON, Wis. - The
University of WisconsinMadison is set to become the
biggest university with an
openly gay leader, according
to gay rights advocates who
hail the appointment as a
milestone for the movement.
Cornell University Provost
Biddy Martin was recommended Wednesday to be the
next chancellor at UW-Madison, a top national research
university with 40,000 students.
Martin, the No. 2 official at
Cornell since 2000, is a professor of women's studies and
German studies and author of
the 1995 book Femininity
Played Straight: The Significance ofBeing Lesbian.
About eight to 10 openly
gay people have become college presidents and chancellors but mostly at small colleges, said Candace Gingrich
of the Human Rights Campaign
UW System spokesman
David Giroux said Martin's
sexual orientation was not a
factor in her appointment,
which is expected to be confirmed by the Board of
Regents next week.
Amit Taneja, co-chairman
of the Consortium of Higher
Education LGBT Resource
Professionals, said Martin follows in the footsteps of other
openly gay university leaders
including Ralph Hexter, president of Hampshire College
in Amherst, Mass., and Chuck
Middleton, president of Roosevelt University in Chicago.
Through a UW-Madison
spokesman, Martin downplayed the significance of her
appointment for the gay
rights movement.
The appointment was met
with enthusiasm among UWMadison's gay and lesbian
employees, who were devastated when voters approved a
constitutional ban on gay
marriage in 2006. They have
fought Republican lawmakers
unsuccessfully to grant them
domestic partner benefits.
-
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Tropical storm hits Belize with
40 mph winds and heavy rain

ABERDEEN, S.D.
AMBERGIS CAYE, Belize
Barack Obama said Satur- - A weak tropical storm
day he has resigned his 20- formed Saturday off the
year membership in the Yucatan Peninsula and
Tri9,ity United Church of quickly made landfall at the
Christ in Chicago "with Belize-Mexico border, dumpsome sadness" in the after- ing rain and kicking up sur£
math of inflammatory
The first named storm of
remarks by his longtime the 2008 Atlantic Hurricane
pastor, the Rev. Jeremiah Season, Arthur was moving
Wright, and more recent west across the Yucatan with
fiery remarks at the church maximum sustained winds
by a visiting priest.
near 40 mph (65 kph),
"I'm not denouncing the accprding to the National
church and I'm not inter- Hurricane Center in Miami
ested in people who want
The storm formed one
me to denounce the day before the official start of
church," he said, adding the season June 1, hitting land
that the new pastor at Trin- near the Mexican port city of
ity and "the church have Chetumal
and
Belize's
been suffering from the Corozal city. It dumped rain
attention my campaign has as far south as Belize City and
focused on them."
kicked up strong surf on the
Obama said he and his popular tourist island of
wife have been discussing Ambergis Caye.
the issue since Wright's
'Tropical storm warnings
appearance at the National were issued for Belize and
Press Club in Washington Mexico's Caribbean coastlast month, which reignited line.
The hurricane·center said
the furor over remarks
Wright had made in vari- Arthur could dump five to 10
ous sermons at the church.
inches (125 to 250 millimeTrinity released a state- ters) of rain over portions of
ment Saturday night say- Belize and Guatemala, and
ing: "Though we are sad- . up to 15 inches (380 millimedened by the news, we ters) in southeastern Mexico.
understand that it is a per- It warned the rains could
sonal decision. We will cause life-threatening floods
continue to lift them in and mudslides.
prayer and wish them the
In the Mexican state of
best as former members of Qµintana
Roo,
which
our Trinity community."
includes the popular resort of
For months, Obama has Cancun, ports were closed
been hamstrung by the and all water sports were
rhetoric of Wright, whose banned. Residents and
sermons blaming U.S. poli- tourists were encouraged to
cies for the Sept. 11 attacks take precautions in coastal
and calls of "God damn areas, said state Civil ProtecAmerica" for its racism tion
Director
Carlos
became fixtures on the Rodriguez Hoy.
Internet and cable news
Ports were also closed on
networks.
the islands of Cozumel and
The timing of Obama's Isla Mujeres and' in Chetudecision broke late Satur- mal.
day, while most of the politIn northern Belize, the
ical attention was focused National Emergency Manon the Democratic Nation- agement
Organization
al Committee's struggle to warned of possible flooding
seat delegates from Florida around the Azul Hondo
and Michigan.
River.
"This was one I didn't
Rain and rough seas
see coming," Obama said ruined vacations for tourists
Saturday when he asked if in Ambergis Caye.
he had anticipated the
firestorm that would erupt Helicopter carrying injured
over his relationship with survivors of earthquake crashes
Wright.
JIULING, China-A military helicopter carrying 10
Fire in back lot of Universal
people injured in China's
devastating earthquake and
Studios destroys three blocks
UNIVERSAL
CITY, four crew members crashed
Calif. - A massive fire in fog and turbulence, and
raged on a back lot at Uni- authorities were searching
versal Studios early Sunday, for survivors, state media
spewing thick smoke as it reported Sunday.
The Russian-designed
devoured blocks of movie
sets. There were no imme- Mi-171 transport helicopter
crashed Saturday afternoon
diate reports of injuries.
Los Angeles County fire in Wenchuan county in
Inspector Daryl Jacobs said China's southwest, the offiat least one building had cial Xinhua News Agency
burned and as many as reported
There was no immediate
three blocks of movie
facades were destroyed. word on any survivors or
Though the fire was con- casualties. Xinhua said a
tained, it was still raging, search and rescue operation
was under way.
Jacobs said.
"The facades are conThe confirmed death toll
structed of heavy timber from the May 12 earthquake,
and they tend to burn quite China's worst in three
decades, was nearly 69,000,
freely," he said.
The blaze broke out just with another 18,000 still
before dawn on a sound missing.
stage, fire Capt. Frank
Two injured miners who
Reynoso said. A thick col- had been stranded in Sichuan
umn of smoke rose thou- province's mountains since
sands of feet into the air. the quake were airlifted out
For a time, firefighting heli- Sunday in a helicopter, Xincopters swept in to drop hua said
water.
Six parachuting soldiers
More than 100 firefight- found the men a day earlier
ers were trying to prevent and treated them, Xinhua
the flames from spreading said
to nearby brush, Reynoso
Meanwhile,
troops
said.
equipped with diggers and
Filming might have been backhoes finished digging a
going on at the time the fire channel to siphon off water
broke out and there was at from an earthquake-formed
least
one
explosion, lake that authorities feared
Reynoso said.
could burst and further devUniversal City is nine astate stricken areas.
miles northwest of downtown Los Angeles.
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A binational state is a non-starter and, realistically, a Palestinian state·in any pQrtion of Judea/Samaria and Gaza
(even in the unlikely case that the Israelis were ever willing to concede it) would not be viable. What then is the
possible solution to this enduring problem? The Palestinians, just as the over one million Arabs now living in lsrael with full rights as citizens, could be part oflsrael, with full autonomy and with their own internal governance
(something that the Kurds would give anything to attain). If they were unhappy with that solution they would
be at liberty to migrate to any of the over twenty Arab countries that, one would hope, would welcome them with
open arms.
This message has been
published and paid for by

FA.AME

Facts and Logic About the Middle East
P.O. Box 590359 • San Francisco, CA 94159
Gerardo Joffe, President

FLAME is a tax-exempt, non-profit educational 501 (c)(3)
organization. Its purpose is the research and publication of
the facts regarding developments in the Middle East and
exposing false propaganda that might harm the interests
of the United States and its allies in that area of the world.
Your tax-deductible contributions are welcome. They enable us to pursue these goals and to publish these messages in national newspapers and magazines. We have
virtually no overhead. Almost all of our revenue pays for
our educational work, for these clarifying messages, and
for related direct mail.
88A

To receive free FLAME updates, visit our website: www.factsandlogic.org
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Officials say Florida delegates will get half-votes
NEDRA PICKLER
Associated Press
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WASHINGTON
Democratic Party leaders
agreed Saturday• to seat
Michigan and Florida delegates 'with half-votes at this
summer's convention with a
compromise that left Barack
Obama on the verge of the
nomination but riled Hillary
Rodham Clinton backers
who threatened to fight to
the August convention.
"Hijacking four delegates
is not a good way to start
down the path of party
unity," said adviser Harold
Ickes.
Clinton's camp maintains
she was entitled to four additional Michigan delegates.
The decision by the
party's Rules Committee
raised slightly the total delegates Obama needs to clinch
the nomination. Clinton
advisers conceded privately
he will likely hit the magic
number after the final primaries are held Tuesday
night, but said the ruling
threatened to dash any hopes
of a unified party.
"Mrs. Clinton has told me
to reserve her right to take
this to the Credentials Committee" at the convention,
said Ickes, who is a member
of the Rules Committee that
voted Saturday.
The resolution increased
the number of delegates
needed to clinch the nomination to 2,11~, leaving Obama
KEVIN WOLF / ASSOCIATED PRESS
just 66 delegates away from Matthew McNey of Laurel, Md., left,a supporter of Sen. Barack Obama, D-111., argues with Jennifer Zambemard of Silver Spring, Md., a supporter of Sen. Hillary Ointon, D-N.Y., d11ring a Count Every Vote '08 rally near the site ofthe DNC meeting.
the majority needed to
secure the nomination.
"Our main goal is to get two contests where he didn't
this resolved so we can focus campaign.
on winning Michigan and
The sticking point was
Florida," Obama said while Michigan, where Obama's
campaigning in South Dako- name was not on the ballot.
"The art of the appropriate
She's doing a bang-up job of remember the economic
NEDRA PICKLER
ta "There were compromisClinton's camp insisted
. is not always present in poliAssociated Press
that.
good times of the 1990s.
es. ... I'm glad the DNC Obama shouldn't get any
"Clinton supporters need tics," he added "It means you
Even as Obama is steadily
worked it through and I hope pledged delegates in MichiWASHINGTON - The climbing toward the 2,026 del- to get to know Barack Obama, show respect, keep your diswe can start focusing on sub- gan since he chose not to put
Democratic presidential race egates he needs to secure the get to understand that he tance, and understand what
stance as opposed to his name on the ballot, and
is all but over.
nomination - he was within · stands for many of the same people are going through."
process."
she should get 73 pledged
Barring a cataclysmic 70 after Tuesday night's split principles as Senator ClinStill, neither candidate has
The deal was reached delegates with 55 uncommitchange of events, Barack decision in Kentucky and ton," Moore said
moved flawlessly toward recafter committee members ted. Obama's team insisted
Obama will win enough Oregon - Clinton has defeatObama offered his own onciliation.
deliberated for nine hours, the only fair solution was to
· pledged and superdelegates ed him in four ofthe last seven olive branch Tuesday night,
Even after it was clear
including three where they split the pledged delegates in
to capture the party's nomi- primaries, including big states praising Clinton for her pio- Obama was on a path to the
met privately and argued half between the two camnation. The only real issue is such as Pennsylvania
neering candidacy and nomination, Clinton hasn't
fiercely over their eventual paigns, with 64 each.
whether he and rival Hillary
Her decisive victories in acknowledging the millions been able to resist the occadeal, according to several
The committee agreed on
Rodham Clinton leave the Kentucky and West Virginia who have voted for her.
sional jab such as criticizing
people inside. They voted in a compromise offered by the
race with their futures - an~ showed she has a durable
"No matter how this pri- his health care plan. And in a
front of a raucous hotel ball- Michigan Democratic Party
their party - intact.
base of support, particularly mary ends, Sen. Clinton has newspaper interview followroom that frequently inter- that would split the differFor Obama, that means among white, working-class shattered myths and broken ing her West Virginia win last
rupted proceedings ·and ence, allowing Clinton to
winning with class so he voters and older women. barriers and changed the week, Clinton noted she was
reflected deep divisions take 69 delegates and Obama
endears himself to Clinton's Obama can't just discount America in which my daugh- beating
Obama
among
within the party.
59. Each delegate would get
supporters - letting her leave those voters as he moves on ters and your daughters will "working,
hardworking
"How can you call your- half a vote at the convention,
the race on her own terms, to the general election.
come of age, and for that we Americans, white Ameriselves Democrats if you according to the deal.
without gloating or appearing
Clinton said as much in an are grateful to her," the Illi- cans" - a characterization
don't count the vote?" one of
The deal passed 19-8.
to push her out wi¢. any dis- e-mail thanking supporters nois senator said. "Some may that drew widespread critithe many hecklers in the Thirteen members of the
respect. And Clinton has to be Tuesday night.
see the millions upon mil- cism. Clinton later said she
audience yelled loudly and · committee had endorsed
careful not to damage Obama
"The people of Kentucky lions of votes cast for each of regretted the comment.
repeatedly before being Clinton for president, so she
and make her legacy a weak- have declared that this race us as evidence that our party
For his part, Obama has
escorted out by security. wasn't even able to keep her
ened Democratic nominee in isn't over yet, and I'm listen- is divided, but I see it as proof taken the risk of appearing to
"This is not the Democratic supporters together.
the fall.
ing to them - and to you," that we have never been more trivialize some of the final
Allan Katz, a Rules ComParty!"
No matter what the New she wrote.
energized and united in our primaries, choosing to shadA senior Clinton adviser, mittee member and Obama
York senator and former first
Kentucky
Democratic desire to take this country in a owbox with Republican John
speaking on ·a condition of supporter, said the Obama
lady wants to do next - angle Party Chairwoman Jennifer new direction."
McCain in general election
anonymity about internal campaign had enough votes
to be Obama's running mate, Moore, one of roughly 200
Steve Grossman, a former swing states rather than focus
campaign decisions, said the on the committee to support
make another presidential superdelegates yet to be DNC chairman and Clinton solely. on the remaining
decision could be used to the campaign's proposal to
run or ascend one day to Sen- claimed by either candidate, fundraiser, said Obama is Democratic contests. He's
help her raise campaign split the delegates 50-50 in
ate Democratic leader, it's in said the Clintons will always "wisely being patient," not already making plans to take
donations for a scaled-down Michigan. Ultimately, the
her interest to leave the 2008 have a loyal following in her pushy, about pursuing Clin- over the Democratic National
campaign that might focus campaign agreed instead to
race in a position of strength. state because voters there ton backers.
Committee.
on a signature issue - such support the compromise
as health care reform negotiated by the Michigan
rather than a traditional fight Democratic Party as a way to
The committee also unani- including superdelegates who knew the Clinton position had
Jim Roosevelt, co-chair of
resolve the matter.
for the nomination.
The advisers said no deci"The ironic thing is the committee, tried repeatedly mously agreed to seat the Flori- havealreadycommitted,and36 "no chance" of passing the
sions had been made, and it Obama had the majority of to gavel it to order. "You are dis- da delegation based on the out- in Florida Clinton picked up 38 committee.
"I understand the rules.... I
Michigan,
including
was still possible that Clin- that committee," Katz said. honoring your candidate when come of the January primary, in
ton would bow out once · "The Obama campaign you disrupt the speakers," he with 105 pledged delegates for superdelegates, and 56.5 in can tell you one thing that has
total driven these rules was being a
Clinton and 67 for Obama, but FloridaObama's
Obama goes over the top.
wants to move on and com- chided
There are three primaries with each delegate getting half increased to 2,052, and Clinton party of inclusion," Flournoy
Clinton and her support- promise. We did not muscle
said. "I wish my colleagues will
had 1,877.5.
ers wanted the Michigan and our way through it. It was a left in the contest - Puerto a vote as a penalty.
A proposal favored by vote differently."
Proponents of full seating
Florida delegations fully wise decision from a well Rico on Sunday and Montana
Alice Huffman, a Clinton
restored, according to Janu- run and wise campaign that and South Dakota on Tuesday. continuously interrupted the Clinton that would have fully
Obama should get at least 30 committee members as they seated the Florida delegation supporter on the committee,
ary primaries that she won. will reverbetate."
But those contests were not
But the irate reaction delegates in the remaining pri- explained their support of the fully in accordance with the explained that the compromise
recognized by the party from Clinton's campaign and maries, meaning he has to pick compromise, then supporters January primary went down giving delegates half votes was
with 12 votes in support and 15 the next best thing to full seatbecause they were held too her supporters in the sharply up no more than about 30 more of the deal shouted back.
"Shut up!" one woman against.
ing.
early, and both candidates divided audience shows superdelegates even if he loses
"We will leave here more
Tina Flournoy, who led
agreed at the time they Obama will have a long way Puerto Rico and South Dakota shouted at another.
He will not clinch the nomi"You shut up!" the second Clinton's efforts to seat both united than we came," she said
would not count.
to go to bring the party
Some audience members
states' delegations with full votBut as Clinton tried to together after a long and nation this weekend, barring a woman shouted back.
barrage of superdelegates SunObama picked up a total of ing power, said she was disap- heckled her in response. "Lipcatch up to Obama's delegate divisive primary.
32 delegates in Michigan, pointed by the outcome but stick on a pig!" one shouted.
lead, she has argued that the
"We just blew the elec- day.
votes of the 2.3 million peo- tion!" a woman in the audiple who participated in the ence shouted. The crowd
elections must be recog- was divided between cheering Obama supporters and
nized.
Obama
supporters booing Clinton supporters.
argued that they did compro"This isn't unity! Count all
mise by allowing her to take the votes!" another audience
the majority of delegates in member yelled

Analysis: Race draw-s to end, tinte for legacies
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Clinton projected to win Martin overcomes odds,
delegates in Puerto Rico commits to Army ROTC
The survey was conducted mary campaign.
Associated Press
Tuesday through Saturday for
Gibbs disputed that The Associated Press and the and
Clinton's
claim
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico television networks by Prince- includes the results of FloriHillary Rodham Clinton cruised ton Survey Research Associates da, where no campaigning
toward a largely symbolic victo- International. It included 1,587 occurred, as well as· Michiry Sunday iQ. Puerto Rico's pres- likely voters with a candidate gan, where Obama's name
idential primary, the final act in a preference; sampling error was was not on the ballot. Her
weekend of tumult that brought plus or minus 3.1 percentage calculation fails to include
Barack Obama tantalizingly points.
caucuses in Iowa, Maine
close to the Democratic presiObama campaigned in South and Washington, all of
dential nomination.
Dakota during the day, while which Obama won. In those
''We're going to win big here Clinton was in Puerto Rico hop- states, delegates were
today," Clinton's campaign ing for a victory celebration.
awarded but party officials
chairman Terry McAuliffe preThere are 31 delegates com- did not report any popular
dicted Sunday as Puerto Ricans bined at stake in Montana and vote breakdown between
cast ballots in a race with 55 del- South Dakota on Tuesday, and the two candidates.
egates at stake.
Clinton's
campaign.
Obama's high command soundA pre-election poll backed ed confident that enough objected to the rules comhim up, showing Clinton favored superdelegates were poised to mittee decision on Michiby nearly 2-to-L
quickly climb on and deliver him gan's delegates, saying it
Obama was on track to gain at the nomination.
had arbitrarily taken four
least 14 delegates, bringing him
In addition, there have been delegates away from the
within 50 of the 2,118 needed for numerous statements by party former first lady and awardthe nomination.
leaders in recent days indicating ed them to Obama. As a
Obama's aides said the 46- they favor a quick end to the result, officials said she may
year-old Illinois senator would presidential race so the party can seek a decision on the issue
amass the necessary delegates begin unifying for the fall race by the convention credenwithin days. ''We hope this week, against J6hn McCain, the Ari- tials committee, which
absolutely," said spokesman zona senator who wrapped up meets shortly before the
Robert Gibbs. Montana and the Republican nomination convention opens in DenSouth Dakota hold primaries on months ago.
ver.
Tuesday, the last of the primary
Harold Ickes, a top advisAnd while Clinton's camcampaign season.
paign said it reserved the right to er to Clinton, said on NBC's
Gibbs' confidence reflected challenge the decision concern- "Meet The Press" no decithe outcome of Saturday's meet- ing Michigan's delegates, Speak- sion had yet been made.
ing of the Democratic Party's er Nancy Pelosi rushed out a
"I have not had a chance
rules and bylaws committee. statement Saturday night that to talk with Senator Cliriton
Before an audience that jeered congratulated the committee at any length about it, and
and cheered by turns, the panel "for its good work"
obviously this will be a big
.
voted to seat disputed delegaThe California Democrat has decision But her rights are
tions from Michigan and Florid~ been neutral in the race, but also reserved;' he said
but give each delegate only one- has been calling uncommitted
But one of her strongest
half vote rather than the full vote lawmakers iI1 recent days, urging supporters, Pennsylvania
sought by the Clinton campaign. them to issue their own endorse- Go~ EdRendell,sounded
While the decision narrowed ments soon after Tuesday.
uninterested in a further
the gap between Clinton and
Gibbs also did not rule out challenge.
Obama, it also erased the former the possibility that Obama .w ill
The Puerto Rico prifirst lady's last, best chance to seat the Michigan and Florida mary drew far more attenchange the course of the cam- delegations at full strength if he tion than is customary. Clinpaign.
ton campaigned there over
is the nominee.
A telephone poll of likely
"I think any nominee may two successive weekends.
Puerto Rican voters taken in the make some decisions at some
days leading up to the primary point regarding those delegasuggested an electorate sympa- tions," he said on ABC's "This
thetic to Clinton - heavily His- Week"
panic, as well as lower income
McAuliffe, appearing on the
and more than 50 percent same program, declined to say
female. About one-half also what Clinton would do. ''We'll
described themselves as conser- see where we are when we finDANIEL WALSH
vative.
ish up Tuesday;• he said ''Then
Contributing Writer
Nearly three-quarters of all superdelegates will begin to
those interviewed said they had move."
Mark Roberts is optimistic
a favorable view of Clinton,
He, as well as Clinton's com- about the opening of his new
compared to 53 percent for munications director, Howard . restaurant on campus, SouthObama. One-third said they did- Wolfson, said the former first side BBQ& Pizza.
n't know enough about Obama lady had won more votes. that
''We've had a good recepto form an impression.
Obama in the C0':11"5e of the pri- tion," Roberts said. "Even
though we've only been open
for the past two weeks, we've
had a good reception"
Since the restaurant opened
Are you interested in an exciting career?
only two weeks before the end
••••••••••
of the spring semester, the
question is whether Southside
Are you a current college
can survive ·the slower busiFreshman or Sophomore?
ness months of summer.
••••••••••
Southside BBQ& Pizza is a
Do you know what you want
privately owned business locatto do after graduation?
ed within Ferrell Commons on
. campus. The inside of SouthQualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
side is spacious, but not full of
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.
customers. There are large 'IVs
and novelty posters. Roberts,
along with his partners Dean
Incentives· Up t9 $15,000 tuition per year
Monaco and Scott Kaylor, own
include· • $900 in textbooks reimbursement
Southside. Monaco and Kaylor
· • Monthly stipend ($300-$500)
also own Wackadoo's, located
in the Student Union. ·
• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
''Dean and Scott have been
very
success~
at
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
Wackadoo's," Roberts said.
For more information,
''We think we can have the
same
response with Southside,
pl~ase call:
given time"

DAVID ESPO & JIM KUHN HENN

CRYSTAL POTTS
StaffWriter

Despite all odds, one
woman's
determination
helped her fulfill her innate
patriotic duty.
"I'm just a born soldier,"
said Betty Martin, 68. "I'm a
born patriot. I sit up all the
time and thank God for my
freedom in this country."
After eight years in the
Army Reserve, Martin is
again in her niche as the
office manager of UCF's
Army ROTC. She has seen
hundreds of cadets go
through the program in her
20 years of employment. She
brings her life experiences,
her determination and her
patriotic responsibility to her
position, setting a daily
example for the cadets.
According to Martin and
the cadets, she sees hope in
them, and they see a hard
worker in her.
Martin was born with
spina bifida, a condition
defined by a cleft or split in
the spinal cord At 8 months
old, Martin received an operation to correct the condition. Her doctor said that if
she lived past 8 years old,
she would have a full life.
After being homeless for
one-and-a-half years, Martin
was placed in Midway College, previously a school for
orphans. She lived there for
seven years and fell in love
with the school's systematic
and disciplined lifestyle.
This love coupled with her
desire to serve her country,
and led her to apply to the
Army Reserve.
Martin applied at age 34,
after being denied a year earlier because of her spina bifi-

Betty Martin

da, and was accepted due to
"a clerical error." A six-week
training regimen at Fort
McClellan in Anniston, Ala.,
was then crammed into a
two-week intensive session.
Because her doctor did not
deaden all of the nerves
around the operation site,
Martin endured agonizing
pain as ·she fulfilled her goal.
"I had a hard time doing it
because of my spina bifida,
but I made it," Martin said "I
was determined to make it
and I enjoyed it. I thoroughly
enjoyed my time in the
Reserves."
After Martin was honorably discharged from the
Army Reserve, she eventually moved down to Florida
where she became employed
with UCF. During the final
weeks of the 1987-1988 school
year, she attended a ceremonial event, which she felt did
not have the proper audience
turnout. She expressed her
feelings in an April 1988 letter to die Central Florida

Future.
"I wrote an editorial
protesting the fact that there
was no patriotism," Martin

said "That this lack of attendance reflected a lack of
patriotism on campus."
As a result of that letter,
Martin was invited to the Air
Force ROTC annual change
of command ceremony
where Marty Fioramanti, the
office manager, told her
about the vacant Army
ROTC position.
Throughout her time with
the Army ROTC, Martin has
since seen a lot of patriotism
in terms of the cadets.
Amo:tlg those cadets was
Maj. Brian Fallon, the current
ROTC executive officer. He
said that her show of patriotism has not faltered over the
years.
"She is exactly the same as
she was back then," Fallon
said "She flies the American
flag every day; she wears it
on her heart. She believes in
it with all of her heart, no
matter what's going on with
the country: good, bad, ugly."
Those who know her
agree with Fallon.
"She's all about getting
her work done/' said Jacob
Lawson, a cadet. "At this
point, she's not in the Army
but might as well be; she
does everything to a military
standard."
Marfin is persistent in
accomplishing her goals and
has been this way since a
young age. "She's a go-getter," said Margaret Parrish,
Martin's middle school
teacher.
"She pulled herself up by
the boot straps, as the old
saying goes," Parrish said.
"She kept going · and kept
moving up. Her experiences
gave her the poise and the
determination that she's got
now."
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New barbecue joint opens on campus

(407) &23-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

AMANDA MOORE / CENTRAL FLO-RIDA FUTURE

Southside 880 & Pizza opened up on campus just before summer. While the owners
think business will be slow this semester, they plan on adding hours in the near future.

Roberts and his partners
have tried to speed up the
process by advertising on campus and over the Internet.
''We've had servers outside
the [Student] Union handing
out fliers advertising specials
trying to get the word out
about Southside," Roberts said
The owners of Southside
have also advertised over the
Web to attract students.
'Tve heard about it on Facebook," said Marty Peterson, a
sophomore sports and fitness
major. "I was invited to an
event which included $5 barbe-

cue sandwiches."
The problem, Roberts said,
is most people don't know
where Southside is.
"I don't everi lmow where it
is," Peterson said, ''but I'd be
willing to try it"
Roberts
understands
summer is going to be slow. He
plans to have the restaurant
open from ll am. to 6 p.m. during the summer, and returning
to the regular hours of 10:30
a.m. to 12 am. during fall 2008
and·spring 2009. Roberts said
he has a good response from
the students who have been

there.
''We've had a good response
from the Greek community
especially. They want to have
socials here. Part of that might
be because we serve beer,"
Roberts said.
Southside serves beer on
campus, but students must
present two forms of identification in order to drink
''We're very strict when it
comes to serving alcohol,"
Roberts said ''No pitchers or
buckets; we want to be responsible."
Roberts doesn't want to rely
on beer as the soul incentive to
eat at Southside. He also wants
to hold events.
''We've partnered up with
Campus Activities Board to
have themed nights throughout the year," Roberts said
The events he mentions
include comedy nights, concerts and dance contests.
Roberts said Southside also
offers catering for events.
''We're just trying to get the
word out about Southside. The
problem is people get into routines at the beginning of the
year and become comfortable
with one item. We want to
change that," Roberts said.
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GARDENS OPEN AT 6:00 PM • MOVIE TIME 8:30 PM
Romantic movies plus beautiful gardens. Bring a blanket or
chairs and dinner ,picnic basket; Vendor selling sandwiches,
popcorn & drinks.
$7 plus tax adult, $2 plus tax child (K--12th grade), Garden Members FREE.
Children 15 years and younger must be accompanied by an adult ·

1920 N. Forest Avenue, Orlando
407.246.2620 • www.leugardens.org
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BAX is study's 'final straw'
FROM

•
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triggers the BAX protein in
human cells and how it can
possibly be controlled. BAX
is found in every cell of the
body and plays an active role
in the cell death.
"Proteins are made by
cells in your body, and each
of these proteins have a function," Khaled said
Cells go through apoptosis, or programmed cell
death, and BAX helps mediate this process.
Apoptosis is very active
when an organism is being
formed, and it helps to
remove cells in the embryonic sculpting process, Nemec
said.
"We don't have ·webbed

fingers because those cells
were removed through apoptosis,'' Nemec said. "Organisms that are missing BAX
die very early in the developmental process, indicating
the protein is essential for
"proper embryo genesis."
Apoptosis is a recurring
process
in
organisms
throughout their lifetime
which normally impacts the
organisms at a cellular level;
however, there can be larger
complications. There are
times when cells don't die,
and there are times when
cells die inappropriately,
Khaled said.
"On a larger scale, the
protein can be implicated in
a number of human diseases,
ranging from cancers to neu-

rodegenerative diseases,''
said Rebecca Boohaker, a
graduate lab assistant.
Khaled
and
fellow
researchers are trying to figure out ways to harness the
power of the protein.
"Bax is the 'final straw' in
the apoptotic process. If we
can understand how it works,
we can then figure out how to
control it, to turn it on or off
as needed," Nemec said
Khaled said she hopes to
one day unlock the secret to
the BAX protein; however,
this process will take many
years.
''We got funding for four
years,'' Khaled said ''And we
will attempt to find out how
this protein functions at a
structural level."

PHOTOS COURTESYBURG PHOTOGRAPHIX

While the wounds, like the one above, will be used to help doctors in training prepare for war trauma, it will only be a part of learning.

Wound smells will be realistic
FROM

•

•

•
•

GREGORY TERRITO/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Annette Khaled demonstrates a technique used to conduct research in her lab in the Biomolecular Research Annex. Khaled has
· received $1 million in funding from the National _Institutes of Health to continue her research on the BAX protein. ·
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man, dean of the College of
Medicine, regarding the
school's association with the
Virtual Reality Medical Center in an effort to integrate
realistic wound effects into
the forthcoming curriculum.
"The school is partnering with
the simulation industry here
to use those tools effectively to
train our medical students,''
German said.
·Th<>se
tools
include
VRMC's latex makeup effects,
currently employed for practical purposes in the military
and medical fields. The San
Diego-based company has
been working with injury creation technology since 2004.
Angela Salva has been with
them for almost a year, serving
as director of the company's
Orlando operations.
"The fact that we're a medical simulation company, that
Orlando is a nexus of medical
technology, that the new
school of medicine is welcoming its first class next year, and
the growth of biotech - those
are the factors that brought us
here," Salva said. "We were
able to find willing partners in
the area, and this school has
the highest technology-with
the Institute for Simulation
and Training, CREOL's another hotbed of technology and the intentions of Dean
German to incorporate new
technology
in
the
curriculum."
Salva admitted to being
made uncomfortable by the
gruesome nature of the lifelike
wounds.
"I think it's pretty graphic. I
don't have a stomach for
wounds, I have a ba<;:kground

•Virtual Reality Medical Center will make pre-made wounds, like the one above, for UCF.

in computers, and it's graphic
enough to make me uncomfortable. I know it's not real,
but if it feels like skin, it must
be skin; if it smells like blood
and looks like blood, you
know... If it's adhered to an
actor, if someone's wearing
the wound, it's a lot more
immersive, versus sitting in
the lab holding them."
Working with synthetic silicone over the less suitable
likes of latex, the goal of the
"stand-alone" wound kits will
ideally be easy enough for students to use in the practice of
treating traumas without the
aid of makeup effects specialists. As the curriculum
remains in development, the
involvement of medical students in practice scenarios has
yet to be determined.
The technology, though,
will continue to progress
throughout the continuing

course of research and experimentation.
''We're working on making
the smells more realistic and
making the skin reactive," said
Salva. ''We're taking it to the
next step."
However, German insists
that this equipment will not be
the only m e ans by which
UCF's medical students will
receive their instruction.
"Students will be learning
in different formats - lecture,
groups, experiential, individually, online - because many
students learn in many different ways,'' German said. "Our
education will be a multimodal one, and this is part of
what we're going to teach, not
the whole... The UCF College
of Medicine plans to take the
existing approach to medical
education and enhance it with
today's tools, and this is one .
example."
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JAMAICA'S USAIN BOLT RACES TO
WORLD'S FASTEST MAN TITLE
Like lightning out of nowhere, Usain
Bolt is now the wortd's fastest man.
The Jamaican sprinter, who doesn't
even consider the 100-meterdash his
best race, set the wortd record Saturday
night with a time of 9.72 seconds at the
Reebok Grand Prix, .02 seconds faster
than the old mark held by his
countryman,Asafa Powell.
Bolt was using the 100as"speed
work"to get better for his favorite race,
the 200.
As he crossed the finish line, Bolt
spread his arms out wide and let out a
yell.A few moments later,the 21-yearold from Kingston was hoisting the
Jamaican flag, and a crowd with several
hundred Jamaican fans was going wild.
Then, he kneeled down and posed next
to the scoreboard that recorded the
fastest time ever-"9.72."

FOOTBALL

OOLPHINS'TAVLOR OOESN1
DEMAND TRADE OUT OF MIAMI
Jason Taylor wants to play one more
season, even if it's with the Miami
Dolphins.
The six-time Pro Bowl defensive end
denied reports Sunday that he
demanded to be traded from the
Dolphins, but did acknowledge for the
first time that ifMiami wants to move
him, he would be receptive.
"I want to win in '08,"Taylor said.
Taylor and the Dolphins have been
estranged for weeks, partly over his
decision to perform on ABC's"Dandng
with the Stars" and not work out with
teammates in South Florida.Last
month, Dolphins coach Tony Sparano
said Taylor would miss all minicamps
and training camp, without elaborating
why.
Taylor met with Sparano last week
and said he has a good relationship
with the Dolphins' new coach - but
would not firmly commit Sunday to
being with the Dolphins when training
camp begins next month.

BASEBALL

Sheree Carter, seen here competing in the shot put during the Conference USA Championships on May 15, placed 27th In the loo-meter hunles at the NCAA.East Regional

Knights end regional, Thomas looks ajlead
RYAN BASS
StaffWriter·

RED SOX'S RAMIREZ RECORDS
SOOTH CAREER HOME RUN
Manny Ramirez connected for career
homer No.500 on Saturday night,
hitting a drive off Baltimore Orioles
right-hander Chad Bradford to become
the 24th major leaguer to reach the
milestone.
Ramirez drove the first pitch into the
seats in right-center in the seventh
inning.The Red Sox star watched the
flight ofthe ball,then took off around
the bases.
"As soon as I hit it, Iknew it was
gone," Ramirez said"So Iwas happy to
move on."
The ball was caught by a Red Sox fan,
Damon Woo, who presented Ramirez
with the ball after the game. Ramirez
said he will sell the ball and give the
money to charity.
The drive enabled Ramirez to
become only the seventh player in
baseball history with 500 homers,
1,500 RBIs, 1,000 walks,475 doubles
and a .300 batting average.The others
are Hank Aaron, Willie Mays, Mel Ott,
Babe Ruth, Frank Thomas and Ted
Williams.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

For the past two years, Dione Thomas has
been making a name for herself in the triple
jump for the UCF Traclc and Field team.
After her strong finish this weekend at the
NCAA East Regional at
Florida State University,
Thomas' name may end up
in the record books.
The junior recorded a
personal best and programrecord leap of 42-9 in the
triple jump during the second day of regional action
Saturday.
"Dione [Thomas] had a
[program record] in the
triple jump, which was great
to see," UCF head coach
Caryl Smith Gilbert said in a
press release. "She probably
has an opportunity to qualify
for the NCAA Championships. We will f"md out on
Monday, when the NCAA
releases the descendingorder list and takes out the
automatic qualifiers to see
where her mark ranks."
Thomas finished in
eighth place in the triple jump and will f"md
out on today if she qualifies for the NCAA
Championships, which will be held in Des
Moines, Iowa, from June ll-14. If Thomas

qualifies, she will be only the second Knight
in school history to qualify for nationals, following LesSundra Ford, who punched her
ticket to the national meet in 2004 in the high
jump.
In addition to Thomas,
the Knights had a good day
as a team on Saturday.
Event:
The 4-by-400-meter relay
Triple jump
team, which included VictoEast Regional: ria Chin, Feyisara AdaramoSet a schoolrecord in la, Shantile Blackbum and
the triple jump with Lizzie Harris, continued its
a jump of 42-9.She'II strong performance, finishsee today if she
ing with a mark of 3:40.84.
made it to nationals. That time ranks second on
the school's all-time list
behind the mark of 3:40.31
that was set two weeks ago at
the Conference USA Championships.
"The mile relay ran very
East Regional: consistent today with great
Was part ofthe
legs by Fey and Lizzie,"
squad that fell five
Gilbert · said in a press
one-hundreths of a release. 'We have to continsecond shy of a
school record Friday. ue to work on our confidence, but this meet gave us
an opportunity to see that we
have the ability to compete with the best
teams in the nation. Again, this is a great way
PLEASE SEE
!
I •

100 ON A9

Junior Dione Thomas will find out
today if she qualified for the NCAA
Championships in the triple jump.
She would be the second UCF
Track and Field athlete to ever
qualify for the event
QUITE AYEAR

This year was one that changed
the UCF Track and Field record
books. The Knights broke 22 school
records in 2008, including 10 in the
outdoor season. The team also had
a program-record 12 NCAAqualifying marks or times.
CHAMPIONS, INSIDE AND OUT

For the first time in program
history, the Knights had an
individual event champion in an
indoor and outdoor event. Lizzie
Harris won the indoor high jump
while Sheree Carter won the
outdoor heptathlon.
SECOND DAY WIND

The Knights struggled on the first
day of competition Friday as no
Knights finished higher than 16th
place in any of their five individual
events. On Saturday, UCF saw
Thomas record its only individual
top-10 finish in the high jump.She
finished in eighth place.

I guess I am a fan of the
"old-fashioned" sports. I enjoy
the usual fare ofbaseball, football and basketball. I'll throw
in some horse racing for good
measure.
.
But when it comes to the
new generation of sports, such
as mixed-martial arts, I don't
follow it on a regular basis
unless an event - or a single
figure beckons to be
noticed. And CBS' p:r:esentation of Elite Extreme Combat
Saturday Night Fights had
both.
With a national primetime
stage and its brightest
star/freak show Kimbo Slice
heading the card, the program
was billed as the "biggest
night in MMA history."
OK, I'm game. Let's beat
people up.
The first two fights began
in the 9 p.m. hour. And in the
time it took you to read that
sentence, they were over. Brett
"The Grim" Rogers and
"Smokin"' Joe Villasenor
scored knockouts in a combined time of 2 minutes, 12
seconds.
We all love quick, onepunch KOs, but we wanted to
save it for later on for the main
man,Kimbo.
With those fights ending so
quickly, network television
broke into its most comfortable traditions: unlimited
filler! Commercials and fighter profiles reigned supreme in
the 10 p.m. hour, thus forcing
America to wipe the taste for
blood from its palate for 20
minutes at a time.
The ladies were next in the
cage. Gina "Conviction" Carano, who is seen as one of the
pioneers of women's mixedmartial arts and is also known
for being easy on the eyes,
faced Kaitlin Young in a spirited bout. Best of all, it actually
made it out of the first round
Carano won when the fight
doctor ruled that Young
couldn't continue due to the
cuts and bruises that were
engulf"mg her face.
Not bad, not· bad. Now
we're rolling with some brutality. Let's keep it fl.owing.
The fourth fight was a middleweight title match between
champion '.'Ruthless" Robbie
Lawler and challenger Scott
''Hands of Steel" Smith. And it
was looking like a clear winner for fight of the night.
. ~fter some equally punishing rounds, Lawler inadvertently poked Smith in the
right eye during the third
round. Time was called in
order to give Smith time to
recover and for the doctor to
look at his eye. He reportedly told the fight doctor that
he couldn't see out of the
eye! but was ready to fight
agam.
Yet, following the code of
safety first, the doctor said
that Smith couldn't continue.
The bout was called, and
because it was a championship fight that didn't make it
past three rounds, it was
declared a no contest.
As you can imagine, the
very gentile and understated
people of Newark N.J., were
none too happy with this
result and let their feelings be
known.
Just like that, the fight of
the night had ended without a
PLEASE SEE

KIMBO ON A9
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Wmgs rally to beat Pens,
can capture Cup tonight
IRA PODELL
Associated Press

•

••

FRANK GUNN/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Detroit'sJi_n Hudler celebr~tes_with teammates Niklas Kronwell {SS) and Brad Stuart (23) after scoring a goal in the Red Wings' 2-1 win
over the Pittsburgh Penguins mSaturday's Game 4. The Red Wings lead the series 3-1 and can seal the championship with a win tonight.

PITTSBURGH - The
Detroit
Red
Wings
wrecked the Pittsburgh
Penguins' home-ice advantage and gave themselves a
shot to hoist the Stanley
Cup in Hockeytown.
Jiri Hudler snapped a
third-period tie for the Red
Wmgs, who rallied from an
early deficit to beat the
Penguins 2-1 Saturday
night and grab a 3-1 lead in
thefmals.
Detroit will get the first
of three potential chances
to win the Cup back home
in Game 5 tonight.
The Penguins were a

Kimbo doesn't fight up to hype
FROM
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winner.
But Kimbo will save us all,
right?
Slice, aka Kevin Ferguson,
is known the world over for
his street fights that are
shown on the Web. He can
talce any punch and massacre
his opponent within a minute,
leaving their mugs looking
like busted ketchup bottles.
He is the man that MMA
hopes will take the sport out
from the shadows.
He walked to the cage
around :µ:30 p.m., with a lovely amount of pyrotechnics
and smoke. Most figured he'd
be done with his opponent,
James "Colossus" Thompson,
within a m inute, but that's
what we warit We want to see
this seemingly inhuman beast
brutalize another one of his
helpless victims.
It started down that path as
Slice charged at Thompson,
who is said to have a weak
chin, with some crushing
punches. But even as Thompson's eyes darted in every
direction. he stayed on his feet
and got Kimbo on the ground,
where he is at his wealcest
Suddenly, an expected 60second televised execution
actually turned into something no one expected - an
actual fight.
The second round transitioned to a third round, and
the star of MMA wasn't shin-

perfect 9-0 at home during the
postseason and hadn't lost in
Pittsburgh since falling in a
shootout to San Jose on Feb. 24
- a span ofl7 games. Now they
will have to figure out how to
win at Joe Louis Arena to force
the series back to Pittsburgh for .
Game 6.
Six teams have survived long
enough to reach Game 7 after
trailing 3-1 in the fmals, but only
the 1942 Toronto Maple Leafs
came all the way-back to win.
Pittsburgh would have to
win twice in Motown, where
the Red Wings are 9-1 during
the postseason, to capture the
Stanley Cup. Detroit is on the
brink of title No. ll and its fourth
in ll seasons.
"It never gets old, but we
haven't won anything yet,"
Nicklas Lidstrom said
Hudler set up the Red Wings
for the go-ahead goal when he
snapped a drive off goalie MarcAndre Fleury's left arm and
inside the post for his fifth of the
playoffs. That was enough to
hand Fleury his first home loss
in 19 home starts, dating to Nov.
21.
"It was kind of a lucky goal,
but I'll take it,'' Hudler said
Chris Osgood made 22 saves
to improve to 13-3 in the postseason. He has allowed four
goals in the series. Fleury
stopped 28 shots.

Pittsburgh had a golden
chance to tie it just past the midway point of the third when
Andreas Lilja's interference
penalty on Sidney Crosby gave
the Penguins a 5-on-3 power
play for ];27. Crosby had the best
scoring opportunity, but Selke
Trophy finalist Henrik Zetterberg tied up the Penguins captain's stick at the right post and
didn't allow him to get off a shot
With less than a minute left
in the advantage, Penguins head
coach Michel Therrien called
timeout to give his struggling
power-play unit a rest It didn't
help.
Evgeni Malkin put a shot off
the outside of the net, and the
red goal light switched on giving the home fans false hope.
The Penguins didn't record a
shot during the two-man edge.
"There's no doubt we needed to get that g~al,'' Therrien
said. "We didn't execute well.
We got a good chance to tie up
the game right there, and we
didn't do the job."
The night didn't start out in
the Red Wmgs' favor as Dallas
Oralee took a roughing penalty
that led to Marian Hossa's
power-play goal early in the
first. Lidstrom tied it for the Red
Wmgs 4:15 later.
The good fortune didn't last
as the Penguins fell to ll-1 in the
playoffs when scoring first.

RICH SCHULTZ/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Kimbo Slice defeated James "Colossus" Thompson in the third round of Saturday night's fight, but he wasn't his usual dominant self.

ing so brfghtly. Slice looked tion. He wasn't dominant.
old, out of shape and unable to Hell, he barely won. In a IOhandle an opponent who is minute period, the new stalactually trained in mixed- lion of mixed-martial arts had
martial arts.
turned into a donkey.
The savior fmally scored
Frankly, he was overhyped
victory in the third round Kimbo is a great puncher, but
when a right hook popped when it comes to grappling on
Thompson's huge cauliflower the mat with those who are
left ear. Oh, the horror!
experienced in the art of jiuThompson's ear looked jitsu or muay thai, he has a lot
like the climactic scene from ofwork to do. He said as much
Carrie, and the referee was after the fight
forced to stop the fight.
In the end, the night wasn't
Kimbo fell on to his back in · exactly what the sport needed
a mix of exhaustion and ela- to make it mainstream. 'I\vo

fights ended in a nanosecond,
two other fights were questionably stopped by the fight
doctor, and Kimbo Slice didn't
look like the phenomenon we
had all seen on YouTube.
A good, college try by
those at Elite XC, but I think
the large majority of America
and I will be fine without it
going forward. Now, please
excuse me while I soalc up the
week-long hype for the NBA
Finals.
That will be less of a disappointment

100-meter relay team comes close
FROM
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for our program to move into
next year."
Sophomore
LaKendra
Thames also competed, placing 21st in the shot put.
In the first day of East
Regional on Friday, four
Knights came close to snapping another school record.
The 4-by-100-meter relay
team fell five one-hundredths
of a second short of breaking
the school record of 45.51 in
the event. The team of

Micaela Wimberly, Harris,
Thomas and Adaramola was
good enough for 13th place in
the event.
Four Knights placed in two
other events on Friday. Chin
fmished 19th in the 100-meter
hurdles Sheree Carter came in
27th place in that event In the
800-meter run, Karen Kozub
and Blackburn placed 17th
and 27th, respectively.
The great performances at
the NCAA East Regional have
been a cap to a record season
in 2008 for the Knights. In

Gilbert's first season as head
coach, UCF recorded a
school-best 12 NCAA regional-qualifying times and broke
22 school records. UCF also
finished third in the C-USA
Championships, its highest
ranking in school history.
'I\vo Knights also set individual records in 2008, with
Harris and Carter being the
school's first indoor and outdoor event
champions,
respectively. If Thomas
receives a bid to compete
nationally, that will be a

microcosm of the Knights'
success this year.
"This has been a great year,
and it's nice to have so many
athletes participating in the
regional
championships,"
Gilbert said in a press release.
"I am a little disappointed in
some of the performances [on
Friday], because they didn't
match the level at which we
have trained. Overall, it has
been a great outdoor campaign and I am very excited
about the future of this prograxn.."
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SAT should no
longer be required
W

e've all heard people
say that the SAT doesn't assess intelligence,
but instead analyzes how well a
person can take a test. This may
be truer now more than ever.
Wake Forest University is the
latest in a long list of schools to
throw out the SAT as a mandatory requirement for admissions.
The school hopes that it will
improve the fairness of the
undergraduate admissions
process and increase diversity
throughout the entire school
Since the SAT was overhauled
by the College Board in 2005 to
include a writing portion, 41
schools have dropped the test
from their admissions requirements.
It seems that this is becoming
a popular trend and with Wake
Forest, which is ranked in the top
30 schools in the country by U.S.
News and World Report, dropping the SAT was a huge step,
which no doubt caught the attention of admissions departments
at other prominent institutions.
The SAT has been around for
more than 100 years and has
changed many times, but most
schools unfortunately still seem
to think that it's the only way to
prove what a student's future
academic career might be like.
Are transcripts, extracurricular
activities, awards and achievements not enough to evaluate a
student's potential?
Bates College in Lewiston,
Maine removed all standardized
tests from its admissions requirements in 1984 and subsequently
started a 20-year study on the
predictability of student success

with and without SAT scores.
According to the survey, "Over
two decades, Bates tracked the
classroom performance of those
who submitted SAT scores and
those who did not. [The conclusion was] that the submission of
SAT scores did not predict success and the absence of scores
did not predict failure." There are founded criticisms
that the SAT is biased toward
wealthier students who have the
time, money and resources available to achieve a significantly
higher score. Parents often spend
thousands of dollars on prep
courses, study guides, practice
tests, etc. This puts the students
who are fortunate enough for
study aids at a significant advantage when taking the test.
The other popular criticism is
that the test was designed for
affluent, non-minority students
who are often privy to experiences that many lower income
families are not accustomed to.
The infamous example is the
"oarsman-regatta" analogy from
the SAT I test, which is the version that was used until the overhaul in 2005. The question's
instructions were to match the
pair of words that were closest to
runner and marathon. The
answer was oarsman and regatta,
which were foreign terms to
many underprivileged minorities.
On average, 53 percent of white
students answered the question
correctly, whereas only 23 percent of black students did so.
This is not just a fluke or a
small gap that can be ignored; it's
a figure that should be a wake-up
call to colleges around the coun-

try.who still believe the SAT is a
fair assessment of a student's
intellectual abilities.
Richard Atkinson, former
president of the University of
California, recognized the problem and acknowledged that,
"Anyone involved in education
should be concerned about how
overemphasis on the SAT is distorting educational priorities and
practices, how the test is perceived by many as unfair, and
how it can have a devastating
impact on the self-esteem and
aspirations of young students.
There is widespread agreement
that overemphasis on the SAT
harms American education."
For many students, this one
test can effectively wipe out four
phenomenal years of achievement in high school and drastically reduce their chances of
being accepted to a quality institution.
It's time to face the facts. The
SAT has been a boon to some,
but a burden to many more.
Whether or not the content is
racially biased and elitist, the test
unfairly places an additional
weight on all students, who must
prove their "aptitude" during a 3hour test. Almost 30 percent of
all accredited institutions have
already made the SAT optional,
which is a fantastic start, but we
would like to see every college
eventually do away with the test.
Instead of focusing on how
well someone can take a standardized test, we would like to
see admissions officers, especially at UCF, who care more
about intellect, character and
leadership abilities.

Political gender gap
closing too slow
W

•
•

~

omen have infiltrated
the political atmosphere. The 21st century
is the first to witness a female
Secretary of State, a female
Speaker of the House and a
female Democratic presidential
contender - Condoleezza Rice,
Nancy Pelosi and Sen. Hillary
Clinton.
Extensive research performed
by Jennifer Lawless, an assistant
professor at Brown University,
and Richard Fox, an associate
professor at Loyola Marymount
University, examines the "gender
gap in political ambition."
This research is based on the
Citizen Political Ambition Panel
Study, which is a series of mail
surveys and interviews with men
and women within the arena of
potential political candidates. The
goal is to discern how women
and men decide whether to run
for public office.
The national sample used was
derived from the four professions
that most commonly generate
political candidates including law,
business, education and politics.
Each sample held equal professional credentials with no demographic or geographic differences.
The initial survey was conducted
in 2001, with 1,969 male respondents and 1,796 women respondents. Seven years later, original
respondents were resurveyed
with l,llO males and 926 females,
for a total of 2,036 respondents,
allowing for Lawless and Fox to
give insight into this lack of gender parity.
According to the study, 24.1
percent of women are statewide
elected officials, 23.5 percent are
state legislators, 18 percent are
state governors, 163 percent are
members of the U.S. House of
Representatives, 16 percent are
U.S. Senators and 10 percent are
mayors of the 100 largest cities.
Yet, men reside in the governor's
mansion in 41 of the 50 states and
men run City Hall in 90 of the 100
largest cities across the country.

j

However, the research conducted by Lawless and Fox
asserts that these comparisons
are not meant to emphasize discrimination toward women, but
rather to demonstrate the
"complete absence of overt gender bias."
To strengthen their argument,
a table representing worldwide
rankings of women in the national legislature shows the U.S. positioned at No. 84 with 163 percent
ofwomen. Rwanda is number
one with 48.8 percent of women.
Perhaps what is most stifling is
seeing the U.S., a developed and
industrialized country, placed
beneath oppressive countries
such as Cuba and Uganda, which
both have percentages well above
the international average of 17.5
percent.
In an effort to explain the
alleged gender gap in political
ambition, the study offers five
explanations for the uneven interest between males and females in
political office, and they are as follows: Attitudes about campaigning, levels of encouragement and
recruitment to become a candidate, traditional family dynamics,
self-perceptions of electoral viability and perceptions of the political environment.
Based on these premises,
respondents were given a series
of campaign activities and then
asked to rate whether they were
"so negative, it would deter me
from running for office." The
largest gap between males and
females existed in the campaign
activity of potentially having to
engage in negative campaigns,
with 45 percent of females
expressing negativity and only 30
percent of males.
The data represented here
may not serve as the best indicator of political ambition, but
rather it serves as a measure of
unpredictability in politics.
To delve further into the life of
the respondent, family arrangement and distribution ofhoust

hold and child care responsibilities were surveyed. In almost
every aspect ofhousehold and
child care responsibilities, women
were in the majority: 60 percent
were responsible for the majority
of child care, while only 4 percent
of men were and 44 percent were
responsible for the majority of
household tasks, while only 7 percent of men were. The research
goes on to conclude, ''For many
women in the pool of eligible candidates, entering the electoral
arena would simply be a third job,
which is quite unappealing since
they already have two."
Gender politics still plays an
enormous role in the political
atmosphere and serves as an
insurmountable barrier for
women of the 21st century. Yet,
despite electoral viability, domesticity is always called in to question to serve as the basis of comparison between potential male
and female candidates.
The r~search attributes the
gender gap in political ambition
to ''women's greater aversion to
campaigning, lower levels of
political recruitment and traditional family arrangements and
responsibilities."
As a solution, the authors propose recruiting early and recruiting often, developing organizations dedicated to advocating
child care and elder assistance
programs and policies, spreading
the word about female electoral
success, and working to dismiss
female anxiety and negative perspectives about the mechanics of
a campaign.
We believe that women are
capable of motivating themselves
to compete in the political arena
without the aid of organizations
or recruitment. There are plenty
of possibilities for advancement
in politics, especially since
women voters are often loyal to
female candidates. The answer is
to change the overall perception
of gender roles so that women
have the chance for a fair fight.

DON WRIGHT / PALM BEACHPOST

'Whds driving?' Not I,
says the college student
Our generation is a victim
the idea of buying a new one
just to save money on gas
of circumstance. When our
parents were kids, joy riding
seems completely illogical. So,
was actually an activity.
you can either find a friend
Carousing around downtown
who doesn't have a car, get
was an everyday priority
him or her to buy a hybrid and
because gas was affordable.
load as many people as possiThere were none of those
ble into the compact vehicle or
awkward moments in which a
buy tandem bikes and make
group of friends gets together
every day a sweaty adventure.
and as they all walk out the
Every time I see a gas staNATALIE COSTA
Opinions Editor
door, the inevitable question
tion employee changing the
of ''who's driving?'' is asked, at
numbers on the marquee, I
which point everyone voices a desperwant to put my car in park, get out and
ate "not it!"
walk. Watching the numbers fly by as I
It is almost ironic that as 16 year olds, pump gas is a little like feeding dollar
we yearned for cars because a bicycle
bills into the change machine in
would shame our names. Yet, as college
arcades, except you don't get the same
approaches, so too does the expense of
amount back, and you get tokens that
tuition, textbooks and rent. And then,
never quite last long enough.
I suppose we look upon bicycle ridall of a sudden, a car seems like more of
a curse than a gift. Now, those of us
ers the same way SUV owners look
who drive look upon bike riders and
upon coupe owners. If there was a comskateboarders with envy, for their only
petition to see who could spend more
to fill up their tank, they would surely
cost of fuel is adrenaline.
As gas prices continue to soar well
win. In fact, they would win if there
beyond any college student's budget,
were a competition to see who could
get the fewest miles to the gallon. So, in
the appeal of driving diminishes. Some
turn to their parents for assistance, who that aspect, congratulations, you win.
undoubtedly counter, ''With driving
Except your prize is paying more for
less, so join us in the hybrid, won't you?
comes responsibility. It is a privilege,
not a right." That statement is most
hi reality, gas prices are not somelikely met with a slight roll of the eyes
thing that can be overlooked. Besides,
who could ignore it with constant
and a reluctant withdrawL
remm:ders like our empty fuel gauges
So what do we do now? Do we trade
in our cars for bicycles and skateand drained wallets? I can only offer
what would have been a comical idea in
boards? Ideally, yes. But for some comthe past but now is worthy of considermuters, that is not an option. Cars have
ation. Next time you turn pn the ignibecome a necessity in a continuously
tion, and your gas light is blinking
expanding metropolitan Orlando.
shades of angry orange and red,
Innovations such as hybrids seem
remember that you could be part of a
like a great alternative for those who
dynamic duo, pedaling the muchare j1,1st now getting their first cars. But
for those who have had their own cars,
coveted tandem bike.
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MAN ON THE STREET
T H E

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

"What else could the gym's
nearly $22M renovation
budg~bespentonr

...

,:

.'·

ERICA HEARNS

DARRYL INGE

UYEN DIEP

Senior, English literature

Senior, Film

Senior, Microbiology

"I think the money could have
been better spent on things like
scholarships."

"I think they should increase the
gym size. Igo there and it's always
packed."

"Maybe some new buildings,
because some jlre really old."

,,

LUCAS ALLEN

JACOB JOHNSON

Junior, Math

Senior, Finance

Senior, Psychology

"I'd rather it be spent on more parking. The construction is going to be
blocking all the facilities around it."

"I hear other campuses have a lazy
river running through their gym. I
would like them to do that."

"I'd rather it be spent on parking."

"'

MINERVA MARTINEZ
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online l4 ht"S/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In penon: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication
Phone, fax. in pet"Son:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p,m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC,AMIDr,.Dis-

cover, Cash, Check

100
125

OFflCE BUSINESS HOURS

1.50

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p .m.

100

175

..

..

.

...

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 1-8 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
· · Oviedo area youth program seeking
experienced Tumbling Instructors. Call
407-365-8021
Gold Medal Athletics
Drivers Don't miss this--Sign-o~n_B
_o_n_u_s
35-42 cpm Earn over $1000 weekly!
Excellent Benefits, Need COL-A and 3
mos recent OTA. Call 800-635-8669
Post Office Now Hiring! Avg pay $20/hr
or $57K/yr. Incl fed, ben, or: Offer
placed by exam services,.not aff w/
USPS which does hiring.
Call (800) 713-4492.
~ ~~
A_S_S_T_T_O PRESIDEN_T_l flex-sched , Prr, thru Summer. Process
orders and quotes. Call 321·277-6605;
Send Resume to: GoUOF@live.com
Web designer needed - Flash, Java,
CSS a must - PHP a plus - must be
artistically creative, able to work
in(lependently - designing sites from
scratch with full navigation and graph- '
ics
'I
National Marketing & Promotions
Agency in Orlando seeks interns
interested in real hands-on experience.
Work .on experiential eventswith major
brands.
Email interns@belovedxp.com
FT/PT customer service help is needed
~t our 3 locations for Sunshine
Hydroponics Garden Centers. The
position includes retai' duties and plan
maintenance. Must have an interest in
growing and caring for plants! Call
Peter between 1OAM to 6PM for
details.
(407) 310-5345

Swim Jnstructors/Managers

,.

If you're 900d come work with the
BEST. Sharks & Minnows Swim
School. FT/PT $11 ·$14hr. Will Train.
(407) 699-1992.
www.sharksandminnows.com
Looking for extra cash? Find it in here!
Dozens of jobs in each issue Also view all
ads at www.UCFnews.com/classified

For Rmt: Apirtments
250 Roomnms
m>llflleas.e
300 For.Sale:ltGmes

,.,

VAX Design Corp. PT office
opportunity in Researcil Parkway for
self-motivated Accounting student.
Responsibilities inc. inventory control &
variety of other general acct. tasks. To
submit resume or for info regarding
position please contact Jessica Bates
JBates@VAXDesign.com

A
B

FotSale:Autornotive
For Sale:General
forSale: Pets
s«vices

Allnounameats
Traver
Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

B
A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

A

B
A
B
8
B
B

3 7

8

2 Rooms tor rent in a 3/2.
Waterfordlakes town.home. Walk to
mall Russian speaking preferred.
$575 each utilities incl.
www.ForRentNearUCF.com

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!

5
2 8 !'

I

8

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom

2

home. Behind UCF lntemeUCable,
utilities, W/0, dishwasher, community
pool , $525/month. Avail. immediately!
M/F Call-407-876-5697 or 321-438·
1354

9

1

4 Rooms avall. In 412 furn. ~
home In UCF area, utll. & W/0 incl.
Master bd w/prlvate bath $600,
$350/$450 others, call 407-276-3141

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE in great 4/2.5
Waterford Lakes Home
Lake, yard, Internet, partially furnished
ALL incl. $500. UCF grad-owned.
Students/young pr0f. Photos online:
www.wlakeshouse.com
jeff@douglass.com 407-737-6690
UCF AREA HOUS-E. Huge Stunning
4/2. Fenced enormous backyard. Appliances Inc(. Avail. 07'7/08 $1500/mo.
Call Nick Phillips@ 407-810-7622.

Perfect House/Rooms for

FIRST T IME BUYERS
Why rent when you can own? Free
computerized list of homes available
with no money down, under
$1300/month*.
Free recorded message
1-800-596-7164,
ID# 1051 .
Keller WIiiiams Advantage Realty

i

Students. Nice, Spacious 4 bd
house on large lot 3 mi from UCF. '
$500/Room, Inc .all utlllties,
wireless Internet. 850-449-4217

5 minutes to 'UCF- Lakefront
Condos avail. on all floors. Appl,W/0,
water & cable incl. Gated, Scmd porch.
Low condo fees. Own pay assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $100,000
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874

Lake front with pool, large 3/3/2 home,
fenced, screened pool with service,
dock. Quiet residential area in
Chuluota, $1600 call 407-365-3648.
Avalon Park Rooms for Rent
$475/month incl. all utilities plus
amenities, no pets, no smoking. call
407-625-4066 or krisnuj@aol.com

I

Female Roommates Wanted for fall !
To share a beautiful house in
Waterford Lakes. Hardwood Floors,
fire place, $500 a month plus utilities.
Call Carey 786-393-8285

Rooms for Rent in furnished 4/Br
home. 1 mile from UCF, off University.
Internet, cable, utilities included. $500
or $600/mo. Avail. Now! (772)
359-2797

House behind UCF

1:tr.:1 FOR RENT:

in Regency Park. Need 2 roommates
who can clean up after themselves. No
pets. 4/2 M/F welcome. Available 8/1.
$405/mo + util. $405 Dep. 12 mo
lease.
Ryan: 407-430-5136 or
greatryry@gmail.com

2/2 VCC area. 10 min. to UCF. W/0 &
appllances. Water & cable incl. Gated
Comm, $995 plus 1 month security.
407-580-5420

Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

1~

Apartments

Save over $1200 at Pegasus Landing!
$490/mo negotiable. M/F, 4/4,
furnished . avail Aug 22. Large 10 x 13
rm, adjoining bath, W/D in unit. utilities/
cable/internet Incl. gated 24'7 shuttle to
UCF call 321-501-9782 or email
jhamblin@cfl.rr.com

$8
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy level

3
5

Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

8/2/08

@ 2008 Tribune Med.la Services. Inc.

All rlghte reserved.

7 End of a bus.?
8 Neither these
nor those
9 Make grateful
1O Favorable
factors
11 Shakespearean
troublemaker
12 Pot in service
13 Mother of
France
21 Llama land
23 Snoopy's foot
26 Macho types
27 Greek Muse
28 Geometric
calculations
30 Business mogul
31 Vot.e in
32 Cowboy show
35 Mineral spring
39 Repeats
40 Crawdad
41 B-Westem
44 Not severe
48 Jackson and
Reno
49 John·s Yoko

Last issue solved
50 Widely

spreading tree
52 Old Testament
prophet
55 Fight to breathe
56 f'itzgerald of

azz

57 Ski tow
59 Manner
60 L arge-mouth
pitcher
6 1 Give guff to
64 Psyche
component

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
Police Impounds for Sale! 94 Honda
Accord $7501 94 Toyota Camry $7501
For listings, call
(800) 366-9813 ext. 9271
Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds

350
QUEEN / KING EURO TOP
MATTRESS SET.
Brand New! Still in Plastic!
Starting at $150.00. Call 407-942-5543.

AIRLINES MECHANIC - Rapid training
for high paying Aviation Career. FAA
predicts severe shortage. Financial aid
if qualified - Job placement assistance.
CALL Aviation Institute of Maintenance
(888)349-5387.

ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE from
Home. ·Medical, *Business,
•paralegal, •computers ' Criminal
Justice. Job placement assistance .
Computer provided. Financial Aid if
qualified. Call (866)858-2121
www.onllneTidewaterTech.com.
·- Place your ad in minutes! - www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Both
rooms availablel!I 575/mo plus 1/2
utilities. Cable already included, gated,
wood floors, pool and tennis, new appl.
Call 954-294-4365
Room Available ASAP!!! Dean Rd.·
Female.n/s.no pets.$475/month
(includes utilities) 609-330-3673

1 Clothesline load
2 Sor,g from
''Salome"
3 Reiner or Sagan
4 Order follower
5 Carried too far
6 Moves in the
direction of

Why rent when you can own!!
2/2 master suites Condo
Usa Ingram 321-948-4520
Watson Realty

2/2 Condo for rent near UCF.

NOW HIRING PART TIME
SALES REPRESEN

DOWN

•I
1 room avail. in 412.5 behind UCF. All
Included: Electric, Cable, Laundry, etc.
$425/month. Non smoking,
non drinking. Christian owner.
Call: 407-509-4737

Central Florida Locations
407-679-2700
www.workforstudents.com

ACROSS
1 Baylor U. city
5 Cleveland's
state
9 Poppy extract
14 Part of UAE
15 Blowhole, e .g .
16 World-weary
17 Forefather
18 Per unit
19 German gun
20 Fla!'.}·r.aiser
22 Senahzed
segment
24 Finishes off
25 Cloth scraps
26 Knew about
29 More sugary
33 Make a blunder
34 Grandson of
Eve
36 Mlsslle garage?
37 Da1syof
Dogpatch
38 1973 Pacino
movie
42 Actor Knight
43 & others
45 Gillette razor
46 Top pilot
47 Rhinoplasty
51 Erode
53 Renoir f ilm
54 Deli loaves
55 Become part of
58 Some chalets
62 "A Delicate
Balance"
playwright
63 Himalayan
egend
65 Davenport spot
66 Personal point of
view
67 Puts on years
68 Fruit coolers
69 Components
70 Snack
71 Towel ID

House for Rent/Sale. UCF area 3/2/2
SF 3115 Lockhill Place. Fncd yrd. Call
for details 727-687-9855 or 727-4202051.
1

$18

$5

CROSSWORD

Close to 408 & UCF, big backyard,looking for laid back person M/F. Avail
7/1. Call 321-695-5526.

F for 4/4 in Boardwalk for July
$450/mo,incl utll. Regularly $575
-Option to renew If desiredFully furnished, washer/ dryer, shuttle
Email: Katieboardwalk@yahoo.com

Home for rent in Ashington Park. 4/2/2
on lake, avallible august 1st,
$1600/month plus utilities
Call 561·3129411 or 561-281-3287

IWtl

$}2

Solution, tips ar:ld computer program at www.sudoku.com

2 Rooms for Rent! Master is $400/mo,
2nd BO is $350/mo. plus 1/3 ut!I.

2 rooms available in Single Family
home. Utilities incl. $550 mon. UCF
area. 321-228-9101 (call/text)
Top Grade Tutoring. Tutors for ALL
Math incl. Alg, Pre-Cal, Trig, Stats, &
Cale. Contact 407·427-0067.
www.topgradetutoring.com

Rm.I!.

$8

a :2

,-8

Two rooms for rent in 412 house. 5 min
from UCF. Pool, HBO, all utilttes
included. $500/month male or female.
Call Matt 863 698 0177

~
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• Pricing mdudes up to four line,,35 character$ per line
• Offering a successful average return of over85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement avallable for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24hours a day

Large room with priv. bath & extra
storage $475/mo 10X8 $375. 11x11
$425. $200 sec.dep. All utils incl. F.um.
Call Steve 407-267-4982

UCF • 4bd 2.5ba 2 car garage home
close to UCF. 2200 sqft, washer/dryer,
screened porch, green belt, security
system, community pool, lawn service
included. $1700 plus security.
Available 8/1 407·310-7626

.

A

ill
3.50
315
400
500
600
700

Apartments

Room for rent @ Villas at Waterford
Lakes 2/2.5 2 story townhouse,
furnished & clean. $550/mo.
(407)620-3303

•

B

lliite

·FOR RENT:

4/3/2 2 lights to UCF. Tile, lrg fncd
back yard, quiet neighborhood, move
in ready, possible rent to own/owner
finance. $1800/mo 904-501-1464

,.

1lall!
HelpWanted:6elleral
C
~Waatecl.:Part-Tme C
Help Wlllted.:Ftill-Tme C
llusiaeullppol1Dnities B
FotR4!1rt:Hames
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407--447-4S55 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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) Earn up to ~
/
) $180/mo. \,
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Smte 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bnng this ad and receive an extra S5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
\\-V. w dciplasma com
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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LOF'M'S

Think

Chill
.,

Lounge
Play
Stretch
Surf
Cook

Hoop

Serve
I>

.,,,

>>> You have to go to a bankaor
mortgage broker to get
home loan.

Tiki I Tau, 1111111
And En11r ,, MN Ill II
our W11l11 Prize 1raw1n1s1

Some Garages Available
With Remote Operators

i012961

SUMMER SPECIILI

8545/mo.
UIRhad AvaDallllllV

.

t
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..FAIRWINDS .
offers mortgages
with great rates.
Apply at fairwinds.org.

'·

in Centta.l Florida.
ts open to those Uving or workdi:g NCUA. Equal Housing Lender.
deta.ils. Federally Insure y
Accoun
Visit fairwinds.org for
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